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From the1,200 odorant receptor (OR) genes in
themousegenome, anolfactory sensory neuron
is thought to express only one gene. The mech-
anisms of OR gene choice are not understood.
A 2.1 kilobase region (the H element) adjacent
to a cluster of seven OR genes has been pro-
posed as a trans- and pan-enhancer for OR
gene expression. Here, we deleted the H ele-
ment by gene targeting in mice. The deletion
abolishes expression of a family of three OR
genes proximal to H, and H operates in cis on
these genes. Deletion of H has a graded effect
onexpressionof adistal groupof fourORgenes,
commensurate with genomic distance. There
is no demonstrable effect on expression of OR
genes located outside the cluster. Our findings
are not consistent with the hypothesis of H as
an essential trans-acting enhancer for genome-
wide regulation of OR gene expression.
INTRODUCTION
The olfactory system detects and recognizes a great vari-
ety ofmolecules. This ability depends both on the specific-
ity of chemosensory receptor cells and of their axonal con-
nections to the brain. In mice, olfactory sensory neurons
(OSNs) in themain olfactory epithelium (MOE) acquire their
odorant response specificity through the expression of a
single odorant receptor (OR) gene (Malnic et al., 1999).
The expressed OR is intimately involved in the specificity
of axonal connections (Mombaerts, 2006).
Each mature OSN is believed to express one allele of a
single gene (Chess et al., 1994; Ishii et al., 2001) froma rep-
ertoire of >1,200 OR genes scattered over 50 loci in the
genome (Buck and Axel, 1991; Mombaerts, 2004a; Zhang
et al., 2007). Although widely popular, the one neuron-one
receptor rule is difficult to prove experimentally and needs
further experimental support (Mombaerts, 2004b). Obser-
vations on mice generated by nuclear transfer from OSNshave virtually ruled out the hypothesis of irreversible DNA
modifications as a mechanism for OR gene choice (Eggan
et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004). The mechanisms whereby an
OSN chooses one allele of one OR gene for expression re-
main poorly understood.
A given OR gene is not expressed throughout the entire
MOE, but within a restricted zone of the MOE. Within a
zone, the arrangement of OSNs that express a given OR
is seemingly random inmouse (Ressler et al., 1993) and rat
(Vassar et al., 1993). The apparently stochastic pattern of
expression has fueled the impression that OR gene choice
is also stochastic. More recent studies suggest that OR
genes are expressed in multiple, continuous, and overlap-
ping bands in rat (Iwema et al., 2004) and mouse (Miyami-
chi et al., 2005). Regardless of the number of zones or
bands, a given OSN is restricted in its choice of OR genes
by its position in the MOE.
Several transgenic studies have defined regulatory re-
gions for OR gene expression. In our hands, mini-genes
with segments as short as 161 or 395 nt upstream of the
transcriptional start site (TSS) of the M71 and MOR23
genes, respectively, can confer expression in a pattern
that is comparable to the endogenous OR (Vassalli et al.,
2002; Rothman et al., 2005). Axons of OSNs expressing
the OR from these transgenes coalesce into the same glo-
meruli as axons of OSNs expressing the endogenous
counterpart. M71, MOR23, and other OR genes contain
homeodomain andO/E-like binding sites in their upstream
regions. In mice with a knockout mutation of the gene that
encodes the bHLH transcription factor Lhx2, which binds
to M71 homeodomain sites in vitro (Hirota and Mom-
baerts, 2004; Rothman et al., 2005), class II OR genes
are not expressed (Hirota and Mombaerts, 2004; Kolterud
et al., 2004), but most class I OR genes are expressed (Hir-
ota et al., 2007). Mutation studies of binding sites for the
O/E and homeodomain transcription factors revealed dis-
crepancies between transgenic constructs and targeted
mutations: expression of the endogenous M71 gene is
only partially affected by combined targeted mutations
in the homeodomain and O/E sites upstream of the TSS
but is abolished in small transgenes with the same muta-
tions (Rothman et al., 2005). These discrepancies are a ca-
veat for studying regulatory regions for OR genes solely inCell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 373
transgenes; targetedmutagenesismust be combinedwith
transgenesis to determine the mechanisms for the one
neuron-one receptor rule.
In contrast to our findings of short and proximal OR reg-
ulatory regions for MOR23 and M71 (and similar findings
for M4 in Qasba and Reed, 1998), a different scenario
has emerged for OR genes of theMOR28 cluster on chro-
mosome (Chr.) 14 (Serizawa et al., 2000, 2003; Nakatani
et al., 2003). The MOR28 cluster comprises seven OR
genes and abuts the T cell receptor a-d locus. A series
of transgenes constructed from yeast artificial chromo-
somes (YACs) of %460 kilobases (kb) revealed that ex-
pression of the MOR28, MOR10, MOR83, and MOR29A
genes is dependent on a 2.1 kb segment, termed the H
region or H element, which is located tens of kb upstream
of the MOR28 coding region. (The H region derives its
name from the high homology betweenmouse and human
sequences.) Small transgenes with the H element fused
upstream of the TSS conferred in some lines expression
of MOR28 to many OSNs across wide parts of the MOE
(Serizawa et al., 2003, 2006). The H element has become
an attractive model for the regulation of OR gene choice.
By analogy with the well-characterized locus control re-
gion in the b-globin locus, the H region has been proposed
as a cis-regulatory element: by interacting with one OR
gene of theMOR28 cluster, it would ensure the expression
of a single gene from that cluster in a given OSN (Serizawa
et al., 2003, 2004).
Recently, a hypothesis has been formulated that ex-
tends the function of H as a regulatory element beyond
theMOR28 cluster (Lomvardas et al., 2006). TheHelement
would governgenome-wideORgenechoiceby interacting
with OR promoters via a trans-activating mechanism
across chromosomes. This cross-chromosomecommuni-
cation would be the basic mechanism underlying the one
neuron-one receptor rule. It would involve the interaction
of a single active allele of H with a single OR promoter
per OSN nucleus, among the 2,400 OR alleles spread
over 50 loci across the mouse genome.
To test this hypothesis, we generated a deletion of the
H element by gene targeting in mice. We find that H is re-
quired in cis for expression of OR genes within theMOR28
cluster. The choice of four OR genes in theMOR28 cluster
appears to depend also on a second regulatory element.
Finally, our results are not consistent with an essential
role of H as a trans- and pan-enhancer for OR gene choice
beyond the MOR28 cluster.
RESULTS
The H Element
Figure 1A depicts the wild-type MOR28 cluster. The H
element, also referred to as H region or H enhancer, has
60% nucleotide identity between mouse and human. H
is a 2,119 nucleotide segment flanked by ScaI restriction
sites; henceforth the length is referred to as 2.1 kb. H is
located 59 kb and 70 kb upstream of the coding region of374 Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.MOR28 in C57BL/6 (B6) and 129 mouse strains, respec-
tively. H demarcates the telomeric end of theMOR28 clus-
ter of seven OR genes and separates this cluster from the
T cell antigen receptor (TCR) a-d locus, which extends
>1.5 Mb telomerically. TCR-Va1, which appears to be
a misplaced TCR variable gene segment, divides the
MOR28 cluster in a proximal group of three OR genes and
a distal group of four OR genes. The proximal group con-
sists of three highly related OR genes, with the common
names MOR28 (from which the cluster derives its name),
MOR10, and MOR83; these are the only three members
of the MOR244 family (Zhang and Firestein, 2002). The
distal group encompasses four related OR genes from
the MOR223 family, of which five other members are lo-
cated in another cluster, onChr. 9; the common names are
MOR29A, MOR29B, MOR30A, and MOR30B. The proxi-
mal group is expressed ventrally in theMOE, and the distal
group is expressed dorsally (Tsuboi et al., 1999; Serizawa
et al., 2000, 2003; Nakatani et al., 2003; Miyamichi et al.,
2005). The MOR28 gene is among the most frequently
chosen OR genes and is expressed in 10% of OSNs in the
ventral MOE (Shykind et al., 2004).
Gene Targeting
To delete the 2.1 kb H region by homologous recombina-
tion in embryonic stem (ES) cells, we constructed a 13 kb
targeting vector with 4 kb and 5.3 kb arms cloned from
a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) of 129/SvEvTac
origin (Figure 1B). We replaced the 2.1 kb ScaI fragment
with the ACNF cassette (Bunting et al., 1999; Bozza et al.,
2002), which contains a neo-resistance gene for G418
selection in ES cells. The targeting vector was electropo-
rated into the ES cell line E14, which is derived from a 129/
Ola embryo. We obtained three targeted ES clones from
624 colonies screened (Figure 1C), two of which were
used to obtain germline transmission (Figure 1D). Upon
self-excision of the neo-cassette in the male germline
by Cre-mediated recombination (Bunting et al., 1999), a
single loxP site remains in the position of the H region
(Figure 1E). Mice homozygous for the deletion (DH mice)
develop normally and are healthy and fertile.
cis-Effect of H Deletion on OR Genes
from the MOR28 Cluster
A cis-regulatory effect of the H region on the MOR28,
MOR10, MOR83, and MOR29A genes has been demon-
strated in mice carrying YAC transgenes (Serizawa et al.,
2003). We asked whether a targeted deletion of the H re-
gion has a similar effect. F1 offspring from crosses of chi-
meras with B6mice inherit one 129 allele and one B6 allele
of the MOR28 cluster. In offspring that are heterozygous
for the H mutation (DH/WT), the allele carrying the H dele-
tion is derived from 129 and the wild-type allele from B6.
Wild-type offspring of the chimeras (WT/WT) inherit two
wild-type alleles, one from 129 and one from B6. We iden-
tified single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between
129 and B6 strains for theMOR28 andMOR10 OR genes
(Figure 2A).
Figure 1. Genomic Organization of the MOR28 Cluster and Targeted Deletion of the H Element
(A) Genomic organization of theMOR28 cluster. Arrowheads depict the transcriptional orientation of OR genes. The H element (red box) is located 70
kb telomerically of theMOR28 coding region in 129mice and 59 kb in B6mice, according to NCBI mouse genome build 36.1. The cluster of seven OR
genes occupies200 kb and is located centromerically and upstream of the T cell antigen receptor a-d locus, which extends >1.5Mb to the left of this
diagram. Two TCR-a variable gene segments reside in this region (TCR-Va1 and TCR-Va2, blue boxes). The TCR-Va1 gene segment divides the
MOR28 cluster into two groups of OR genes, which reside proximal or distal to H. The proximal group encompasses three genes of the MOR244
family, with common namesMOR28, MOR10, andMOR83. The distal group consists of four of the nine genes of the MOR223 family, with common
names MOR29A, MOR29B, MOR30A, and MOR30B.
(B) Gene targeting at the H locus. The H element (red box) is a 2.1 kb segment flanked by ScaI restriction sites (S; ScaI; R: EcoRI, and V: EcoRV). By
homologous recombination in the ES cell line E14 of 129/Ola origin, the H sequence was replaced with a neo-cassette (ACNF, gray box) that excises
itself in the male germline. In the mouse strain thus generated, the 2.1 kb H element is replaced by a single loxP site (inverted black triangle) and no
longer contains the neo-cassette. This allele is referred to as DH. Arrows indicate the position of genotyping primers HF, HF0, and HR, respectively.
The black box labeled ‘‘probe’’ refers to the external probe used in (C) and (D).
(C) Southern blot hybridization with a probe external to the targeting vector. First two lanes, genomic DNA of two targeted ES clones. Third lane,
genomic DNA of nontargeted cells of E14. Targeted clones have an additional band of the expected size, at 1:1 ratio of density between wild-type
and mutant alleles.
(D) Genotyping by Southern blot hybridization with the external probe on genomic liver DNA of mice. First lane, 129/SvEvTac control mice (129). Sec-
ond to fourth lane, littermates wild-type (WT/WT), heterozygous (DH/WT), and homozygous (DH/DH) for the mutation. The deletion of the H element
produces the expected shift from 5.6 to 4.7 kb.
(E) Genotyping by PCR on genomic DNA of tail clips of mice. The primer combination HF/HR amplifies a product of 676 bp specifically from the DH
allele, whereas the primer combination HF0/HR amplifies a 669 bp product specifically from the wild-type H allele.We performed PCR on cDNA derived from the MOE of
these two types of F1 offspring. We used combinations
of primers that are specific either for the 129or theB6allele
of theMOR28 andMOR10 genes (Figure 2B). As controls
for the specificity of the primers and PCR conditions, we
used cDNA from the MOE of 129 and B6 inbred mice. In
DH/WT offspring, specific products can be obtained using
primer combinations for the B6 alleles of MOR28 and
MOR10, but not with primers for the 129 alleles of these
genes. In control experiments, we cangeneratePCRprod-
ucts with 129-specific primers from cDNA of inbred 129
mice and from cDNA of F1 WT/WT offspring (Figure 2B).To corroborate the cis-regulatory effect of H onMOR28
and MOR10 by an independent method, we amplified
cDNA fragments of these genes (comprising coding and
50 untranslated sequences) with primer combinations that
are not specific for 129 or B6, and we sequenced the PCR
products. As shown in Figure 2C for one SNP for the
MOR28 and MOR10 genes, we can read all nucleotide
differences between 129 and B6. From DH/WT mice, we
obtain only B6 sequences, whereas both 129 and B6
sequences can be read from WT/WT littermates.
Thus, the deletion of the 129 allele of H abolishes ex-
pression of MOR28 and MOR10 in cis, and the intact HCell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 375
Figure 2. H Is Required in cis for Expression of MOR28 and MOR10
(A) Schematic representation of MOR28 (top) and MOR10 (bottom) cDNAs.
Hooked arrows, transcription start sites; thick black lines, 50 untranslated regions; arrowframes, coding sequences; and dotted lines, spliced intronic
sequences. Nucleotide polymorphisms between 129 (top, blue) and B6 (bottom, red) strains are represented by letters according to their position
along the cDNA. The arrows represent the positions of the strain-independent primers F and R and the strain-specific primers F1, R1, and R2
used in (B). The yellow boxes highlight the polymorphisms shown in (C).
(B) Strain-specific PCR. Samples of cDNA of the MOE from 129 (blue), B6 (red), heterozygous (DH129/WTB6), and wild-type (WT129/WTB6) F1 mice
were challenged with various combinations of primers that are specific for 129 (left parts) or B6 (right parts), for MOR28 (top) and MOR10 (bottom).
The positions of the primers and polymorphisms are illustrated in (A). Only products specific for the B6 allele could be amplified from F1 mice het-
erozygous for the Hmutation (DH129/WTB6), whereas both 129- and B6-specific products could be obtained fromwild-type (WT129/WTB6) littermates.
(C) Sequence analysis of SNPs between 129 and B6 strains. Fragments ofMOR28 (left) andMOR10 (right) were amplified with the strain-independent
primer set F/R and analyzed by sequencing. DH129/WTB6 mice express only the B6 allele, and WT129/WTB6 littermates express both alleles. The
positions of the illustrated polymorphisms are highlighted with yellow boxes in (A).allele on the B6 chromosome cannot rescue expression of
these genes in trans on the mutant 129 chromosome in F1
heterozygous mice.
Expression of the Proximal Group of OR Genes
in the MOR28 Cluster
We examined expression of the proximal group of three
OR genes (MOR28, MOR10, and MOR83) by in situ hy-
bridization (ISH) on histological sections of MOE tissue
fromWT/WT,DH/WT, andDH/DHmice (Figure 3). Strongly
hybridizing cell bodies of OSNs can be observed in the
most ventral region of the MOE of wild-type mice. In DH/
WT mice of postnatal day 14 (PD14), the number of
OSNs expressing these genes is 49% for MOR28, 45%
for MOR10, and 48% for MOR83, compared to the num-376 Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.bers in WT/WT littermates (data not shown). This reduc-
tion by 50% is consistent with monoallelic expression
of OR genes and a cis-regulatory effect of H. In DH/DH
mice, ISH does not reveal cells that express MOR28,
MOR10, orMOR83 (Figures 3 and 4). In addition, no RNA
expression is detected by RT-PCR across introns (data
not shown).
Thus, H is essential for the choice of the proximal group
of OR genes.
Expression of the Distal Group of OR Genes
in the MOR28 Cluster
RT-PCR across introns for the distal group of four OR
genes (MOR29A, MOR29B, MOR30A, and MOR30B) re-
veals expression in DH/DH mice (data not shown).
Because the coding sequences ofMOR29A andMOR29B
are 97% identical and those ofMOR30A andMOR29B are
96% identical, we designed riboprobes matching the
50and 30 untranslated regions. Specificity was determined
by two-color ISH for all combinations of riboprobes. In ac-
cordance with the RT-PCR results, ISH shows expression
of these four genes in DH/DH mice (data not shown).
However, the numbers of ISH-positive cells are reduced
in DH/DH mice (Figure 4). Interestingly, the effect of the H
Figure 3. The Proximal Group of Genes of theMOR28 Cluster
Are Not Expressed in DH Mice
ISH for MOR28 (top), MOR10 (middle), and MOR83 (bottom) on MOE
tissue from PD14 wild-type (WT/WT, left) mice and littermates that
are heterozygous (DH/WT, middle) or homozygous (DH/DH, right) for
the H deletion. The number of OSNs expressing each OR gene is re-
duced by approximately half in heterozygous mice. Expression of
the three OR genes is not detected in homozygous mice.deletion on the distal group of OR genes is graded, with
the strongest effect on the most proximal gene,MOR29A
(26% of cells in DH/DH compared to WT/WT), and a mild
effect (86%) on themost distal gene,MOR30B (Figure 5A).
Intermediate effects are observed forMOR29B (43%) and
MOR30A (57%). We calculated the absolute number of
cells that are dependent on theH element for each of these
four OR genes (Figure 5B). The number of H-dependent
cells expressing a given OR decreases with chromosomal
distance from the H element and reaches a point where
choice of the most distal gene (MOR30B) is almost inde-
pendent of the H region.
Thus, the H element is strictly required for choice of the
proximal group but not for the distal group of OR genes in
theMOR28 cluster. The breakpoint of the absolute versus
relative requirement of the H element coincides with the
location of the TCR-Va1 segment, between 110 and 159
kb from H.
Effect of H Deletion on OR Genes outside
the MOR28 Cluster
A critical test of the hypothesis that H acts as an essential
trans- and pan-enhancer for OR genes (Lomvardas et al.,
2006) is to determine if deletion of the H element affects
the expression of OR genes located outside the MOR28
cluster, particularly of OR genes located on other chromo-
somes. Much of the evidence that led to this hypothesis
came from analysis of the OR genes M50 (located on
Chr. 7), P2 (Chr. 7), M71 (Chr. 9), and MOR23 (Chr. 1).
In conflict with this hypothesis, ISH reveals normal ex-
pression of M50, P2, MOR23, and M71 in DH/DH mice
(Figure 6A). There is no difference in the number of cells
expressing these OR genes in DH/DH mice at PD2Figure 4. Quantification of the Effect of H Deletion on OSNs Expressing a Given OR Gene
Numbers of cells expressingMOR28, MOR10, MOR83, MOR29A, MOR29B, MOR30A, MOR30B, M50, P2, M71, andMOR23, as determined by ISH
onMOE of PD2mice. Every fifth section was hybridized with an individual riboprobe. The total number of OSNs expressing a given OR permousewas
calculated for wild-type mice (WT, left columns, white) and littermates homozygous for the H deletion (D/D, right columns, gray shaded). Wild-type
mice were genotyped as homozygous for the 129/Ola allele of the MOR28 cluster, as are D/D mice. There are no ISH-reactive cells for MOR28,
MOR10, and MOR83 in D/D mice (left panel). D/D mice have a reduced number of cells that express MOR29A, MOR29B, MOR30A, and MOR30B,
with the effect tapering off with increasing distance from H (middle panel).M50, P2, M71, andMOR23 are expressed in comparable numbers of cells
in wild-type and D/D mice (right panel). n.s. indicates not significant.Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 377
Figure 5. The Effect of the H Element on
OR Gene Choice Decreases with In-
creasing Chromosomal Distance to H
(A) Percentage of number of ISH-reactive cells
of MOR28 cluster genes in mice homozygous
for the H deletion as compared to wild-type
mice, plotted as a function of genomic distance
from the H element. The three proximal genes
are strictly dependent on the H element: they
are not expressed in mice homozygous for
the H deletion. The four distal genes show
a graded deficiency in DH mice that is propor-
tional to their distance from the H element. The
most distal gene, MOR30B, is only mildly af-
fected by the H deletion: the number of cells
is reduced by 14%. Dots and bars correspond
to mean ± SEM.
(B) Absolute numbers of cells expressing OR
genes from theMOR28 cluster that are depen-
dent on the H element, plotted as a function of
their genomic distance from the H region. The
number of cells that require the presence of
an intact H element for choice of an OR gene from theMOR28 cluster decreases with increasing chromosomal distance. Dots and bars correspond
to mean ± SEM.
(C) Summary and model. The H element is required absolutely for choice of the three genes of the MOR244 family, and its deletion has a relative,
graded effect on the choice of four genes of theMOR223 family that reside within the cluster. A hypothetical 30 regulatory element, termed the X el-
ement, would have a graded effect on the frequency of choice of the MOR223 genes, in the opposite direction as the H element.(Figure 4), nor are there obvious alterations in the spatial
patterns of expression in the MOE (data not shown).
The I7 and SR1 genes are among the genes that Lom-
vardas et al. (2006) identified to interact with the H region
using the technique of chromosome configuration cap-
ture. We do not observe an obvious difference in the
spatial pattern of expression or in the number of OSNs
expressing these genes in DH/DH mice (Figure 6), nor do
we observe a difference in the expression of the OR gene
M12 (Figure 6B), which is a solitary gene on Chr. 16 and
not part of an OR gene cluster. Expression of the class I
OR gene S50 on Chr. 7 is also unperturbed in DH/DH
mice (data not shown). No difference is observed for378 Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.MOR256-17 (Figure 6B), an OR gene that is expressed
in a high number of OSNs early in development (Strot-
mann et al., 2004).
Although the activity of H in expression of the four distal
OR genes diminishes with increasing genomic distance
centromerically, we asked if H acts as an essential long-
range cis-enhancer on Chr. 14. MOR205-1 is the closest
OR gene adjacent to the MOR28 cluster, 480 kb centro-
merically to H; S1 and MOR274-1 reside in clusters 1.5
Mb and 38 Mb centromerically to H, respectively. We do
not observe a difference between wild-type and DH/DH
mice in the number of OSNs expressing these two genes
and in their spatial expression patterns (Figure 6).Figure 6. OR Genes outside the MOR28
Cluster Are Expressed in DH/DH Mice
(A) ISH with riboprobes specific for OR genes
M71, MOR23, M50, I7, P2, and S1 (top to bot-
tom) on MOE sections of PD2 wild-type mice
(WT/WT, left) and littermates homozygous for
the H deletion (DH/DH, right). There are no ob-
vious differences. Images were taken from cor-
responding positions of morphologically
matched sections.
(B) ISH with riboprobes specific for M12, SR1,
MOR256-17, MOR205-1, and MOR274-1 on
OE sections of PD14 wild-type mice and litter-
mates homozygous for the H deletion. There
are no obvious differences.
Figure 7. Axonal Coalescence of OSNs into Glomeruli
(A) OMP-GFPmice at PD3, wild-type or homozygous for theHdeletion.
Left panels, dorsal view of whole-mount olfactory bulbs, intrinsic fluo-
rescence of GFP. Scale bar; 500 mm. Right panels, histological sec-
tions, counterstained with TO-PRO-3 (blue). There is no obvious differ-
ence in the number, size, or shape of glomeruli. Scale bar is 200 mm.
(B) P2-IRES-taulacZmice, wild-type or homozygous for the H deletion.
Left panels, medial view of whole mounts of the right half of mouse
heads at PD2 exposed to X-gal, resulting in a blue precipitate in P2-
expressing OSNs including their axons. Right panels, histological sec-
tions of the right olfactory bulb at 5 weeks, immunohistochemistry with
antibodies against b-galactosidase (green) and counterstained with
TO-PRO-3. A single glomerulus is observed at a similar position in
the medial half-bulb of both H genotypes. Scale bar is 200 mm.
(C) High-magnification views of specific glomeruli. P2 indicates same
glomeruli as right panels of (B). Scale bar is 50 mm. M50 indicates
mice heterozygous for M50-IRES-GFP-IRES-taulacZ at 3 to 4 weeks,Thus, the H deletion has no obvious effect on the choice
of 12 OR genes at genomic locations on Chr. 14 beyond
the MOR28 cluster or on other chromosomes.
Axonal Wiring Is Not Affected by the H Deletion
Other than endowing an OSN with a particular odorant
response profile, the expressed OR has a second func-
tion, in determining which glomerulus its axon innervates
(Mombaerts, 2006). The patterns of axonal projections are
an indirect but sensitive measure of patterns of OR gene
expression: differences in the zone of expression within
the MOE (Vassalli et al., 2002; Nakatani et al., 2003; Roth-
man et al., 2005) or differences in level of OR protein ex-
pression (Feinstein et al., 2004) can result in ectopically
located glomeruli.
To assess a potential effect of H on axonal wiring, we
crossed mice carrying the H deletion with OMP-GFP mice
(Potter et al., 2001), in which all mature OSNs are labeled
with GFP. We do not observe an obvious difference in the
number, size, or shape of glomeruli across the glomerular
layer of the olfactory bulb (Figure 7A). Next we crossed
mice carrying the H deletion with P2-IRES-taulacZ mice
(Mombaerts et al., 1996), in which P2-expressing OSNs
can be visualized by exposure to X-gal as a blue precipi-
tate or by immunhistochemistry against b-galactosidase.
Figure 7B shows whole mount views at PD2 and histolog-
ical sections at 5 weeks of P2-IRES-taulacZ mice that are
wild-type or homozygous at the H locus. The expression
patterns are comparable, with P2-expressing OSNs occu-
pying a middle part of the MOE. Coalescence of P2-
expressing OSNs into a glomerulus in the medial half-
bulb (Figures 7B and 7C) and into a glomerulus in the
lateral half-bulb (data not shown) is unperturbed in DH/
DHmice. Similar observations are made when the H dele-
tion is crossed with the M50-IRES-GFP-IRES-taulacZ
mutation (Feinstein and Mombaerts, 2004), in which
M50-expressing OSNs can be visualized specifically
(Figure 7C). The MOR256-17 glomeruli also form normally
(Figure 7C), as visualized by immunohistochemistry
against this OR (Strotmann et al., 2004).
Thus, the targeted deletion of H does not affect the OR-
specific coalescence of axons into glomeruli.
DISCUSSION
The H element has generated considerable interest as
a model to understand the elusive mechanisms for the
one neuron-one receptor rule. Experimental approaches
have been based on transgenesis with YACs, BACs, or
small transgenes from which the H element was deleted
or to which it was attached (Serizawa et al., 2003, 2006;
Miyamichi et al., 2005) and on investigation of physical
immunohistochemistry with antibodies against b-galactosidase (red)
and counterstained with TO-PRO-3. MOR256-17, mice at 3 weeks,
immunohistochemistry with antibodies against MOR256-17 (green)
and counterstained with TO-PRO-3. Scale bar is 50 mm.Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 379
interactions of H with OR promoter sequences using the
techniques of chromosome configuration capture and
interphase fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH; Lomvar-
das et al., 2006).
Here, we have undertaken the first study of H using
gene targeting. Our observations support an essential
function of H as a cis-acting regulatory element for the
choice of the proximal group of three OR genes of the
MOR28 cluster (Serizawa et al., 2003). For the distal group
of four OR genes in this cluster, we observe a graded and
distance-related effect of the H deletion on choice. Our
findings refute the hypothesis of H as trans-acting pan-
enhancer that would regulate OR gene choice across the
genome (Lomvardas et al., 2006): expression of 12 tested
OR genes outside the MOR28 cluster is not perturbed by
the targeted H deletion.
Targeted Mutagenesis versus Transgenesis
For the OR gene M71, we have reported discrepancies
between the phenotypes of identical mutations intro-
duced into the endogenous promoter by gene targeting
or into the promoter region of small transgenes (Rothman
et al., 2005): the targeted mutations have milder effects
than the transgenes. We interpret this difference in terms
of a redundancy of regulatory elements in the vicinity of
the endogenous OR locus, which would partially rescue
a targeted mutation.
Likewise, there is a striking difference in the phenotype
of the targeted deletion of the H element compared to a
deletion of H in YAC transgenes (Serizawa et al., 2003).
The MOR29A gene (referred to as MOR29 in Serizawa
et al., 2003 and later as MOR29A in Nakatani et al., 2003)
is still expressed in our DH mice, albeit at only 26% of
the cells in wild-type mice, whereas MOR29A is not ex-
pressed inmice carrying H-less (H) YAC transgenes (Ser-
izawa et al., 2003). We offer three possible explanations.
First, theeffect of a straindifferencecannot beexcluded,
particularly because H is at 70 kb fromMOR28 in 129, but
only at 59 kb in B6. We have here studied the 129 allele,
constructing a targeting vector from 129/SvEvTac origin
and targeting ES cells of 129/Ola origin, whereas the YAC
transgenes generated by Serizawa et al. (2003) are of B6
origin.
Second, transgenic expression of MOR29A may be
abolished due to an inadvertent deletion of 60 kb in the
100 kb region that is immediately downstream ofMOR29A
in the YAC of 460 kb and its derivative of 290 kb (Nakatani
et al., 2003). Such deletions are common in YACs, and the
YAC transgenes may carry additional, uncharacterized
deletions. The 60 kb deletion in the YAC transgenes en-
compasses MOR29B, MOR30A, and MOR30B, preclud-
ing analysis of their expression from the YAC transgenes.
Moreover, in 3/7 H+ YAC-290 transgenic lines, the spatial
expression pattern ofMOR29A is disregulated: OSNs are
scattered across the MOE instead of being restricted to
the dorsal region (Nakatani et al., 2003). This disregulation
correlates with ectopic glomeruli in the olfactory bulb. By
contrast, 2/2 lines of a 200 kb H+ BAC transgene of B6 or-380 Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.igin, which does not have the inadvertent 60 kb deletion,
do not show this disregulation of MOR29A expression.
We speculate that the combination of the (planned) dele-
tion of the 2.1 kb H element and the (unplanned) deletion
of the 60 kb region immediately downstream of MOR29A
may have resulted in complete loss of MOR29A expres-
sion from the H version of YAC-290. In the H+ version
of YAC-290, disregulation of the spatial expression pat-
tern could be due to missing regulatory elements of
MOR29A that reside within this 60 kb region.
A third explanation is that the distal group of OR genes
makes use of another regulatory element that resides
within or next to the cluster. We provisionally call it the X
element (Figure 5). The X element would most likely be
located downstream of MOR30B because this gene is
the least affected by the H deletion. The X element would
not be included in the YAC transgenes (Nakatani et al.,
2003; Serizawa et al., 2003). The proximal versus distal
groups of OR genes differ in twoways: they are expressed
in the ventral versus dorsal regions of the MOE, and they
are members of different families. The X element may be
unable to affect choice of the proximal genes in DH/DH
mice because these genes are expressed ventrally and/
or because they differ in their promoter regions from the
distal genes.
Transgenic Effects of H
The fusion of H to transgenes has powerful effects on the
numbers of cells expressing a transgenic OR (Serizawa
et al., 2003, 2006; Miyamichi et al., 2005). YAC transgenes
of 180 kb and 140 kb (which also include the inadvertent
60 kb deletion from the parental YAC of 460 kb), do not ex-
pressMOR28,MOR10,MOR83, andMOR29A, consistent
with the absence of the H region, but when the H element
was joined at the upstream end, expression was restored
in all transgenic lines (Serizawa et al., 2000, 2003). Without
H, a mini-gene for MOR28 does not afford expression in
8/8 lines (Serizawa et al., 2003); but in a 13 kb transgene
with the H element upstream of theMOR28 locus, expres-
sion was now seen in 5/10 lines, with one line expressing
the transgene in the majority of OSNs (Serizawa et al.,
2003, 2006). Further, a BAC containing the OR gene A16
(MOR235-1), which resides onChr. 2, is poorly expressed,
but when H was inserted into the BAC, the frequency of
transgenic A16 expression was restored to normal, com-
parable with endogenous A16 (Miyamichi et al., 2005).
Curiously, in all 3/3 BAC transgenic lines, the expression
pattern of transgenic A16 was shifted ventrally by the
addition of H.
The active sites within H for OR gene choice can be dis-
sected further by truncations or internal deletions. The
strong effects of the H deletion on choice of the proximal
group of OR genes will facilitate future analyses. Smaller
targeted deletions of H can be studied for their impact
on gene expression. Conversely, expression can be res-
cued by targeted insertion of H elsewhere in the H
MOR28 cluster. We advocate a combined approach of
transgenesis and targeted mutagenesis to determine the
active sites within H and the role of its location within the
MOR28 cluster.
H Is Not a Pan-Enhancer for OR Gene Expression
H is not required for the choice of the 12 OR genes outside
theMOR28 cluster that we studied. For practical reasons,
wemust restrict our analysis ofDH/DHmice to a sample of
the repertoire of 1,200 OR genes.We focused our analysis
on several OR genes that emerged in the experiments
supporting the hypothesis of H as a trans-enhancer (Lom-
vardas et al., 2006). Specifically, we counted numbers of
OSNs expressing M50, P2, M71, and MOR23 because
these genes featured prominently in Lomvardas et al.
(2006). For the 12OR genes studied (1% of the repertoire),
we do not observe an obvious quantitative or qualitative
difference in our DH mice. We cannot exclude that a mu-
tant phenotype will be seen for these genes in younger or
older mice. Subtle effects on spatial patterns of expres-
sion may also emerge from more detailed studies, such
as examination of zonal indices (Miyamichi et al., 2005).
We are aware of the contingency that expression of a sub-
set of the 1,200 OR genes on other chromosomes could
be affected inDHmice. However, preliminary experiments
withOR-specificmicroarrays have not revealed suchother
deficiences in the expressed OR repertoire of DH mice
(X. Zhang, S. Firestein, S.F., and P.M., unpublished data).
Discrepancy between Physical Association
and Functional Data
The model of H as a trans- and pan-enhancer for OR
genes is based largely on correlative evidence of physical
interactions, revealed by chromosome configuration cap-
ture and interphase FISH (Lomvardas et al., 2006). In other
gene systems, these techniques have been used in con-
cert with targeted mutations to propose trans-acting,
interchromosomal interactions in the regulation of gene
expression (Spilianakis et al., 2005; Ling et al., 2006).
Our experience withDHmice indicates that these physical
interactions do not necessarily reflect functional interac-
tions and that the elaboration of such hypotheses must
rely on mutation studies. What are possible explanations
for the discrepancy between the physical interaction of
H with OR promoters and the DH phenotype?
A first explanation is that there is a transcriptionally ac-
tive spot in the nucleus that recruits OR gene promoters
appropriate for the location of the OSN in the MOE and
ultimately chooses one gene, and one allele of it, for ex-
pression. The H element may have a high affinity for this
spot, perhaps because it is embedded within a stretch of
repetitive elements. H may be a passenger on a stretch of
chromatin that colocalizes with this spot because another
gene or locus in the vicinity of H is transcribed in all OSNs,
but without H having a role in the regulation of OR gene
choice. In this regard, it will be interesting to know the ex-
tent of Chr. 14 over which the FISH colocalization between
the H-containing segment and the expressed OR gene
can be observed.A second explanation is that H is part of a broader re-
gion (‘‘super-H’’) that has an interchromosomal effect on
OR gene expression but that can function without the
2.1 kb segment that we deleted. This super-H region could
contain several H-like elements that operate in a redun-
dant or OR cluster-specific fashion; they would not be
involved in the control of expression of MOR28, MOR10,
and MOR83, which strictly depend on H. However, the
high homology (60%) between mouse and human se-
quences that led to the identification of H is not seen else-
where in or around the MOR28 cluster. H is embedded in
a stretch of repetitive elements, which have made it diffi-
cult to delete this region by homologous recombination
(Lomvardas et al., 2006). Repetitive elements may not be
compatible for a DNA region to interact specifically with
1,200 OR genes spread over 50 loci in the genome
(Zhang et al., 2007).
A third explanation is that H-like elements exist else-
where in the genome. These H-like elements would affect
in cis or in trans the expression of OR genes inDHmice. An
argument against this hypothetical rescue is that it may be
not as efficient, but the number of OSNs expressingM50,
P2, M71, and MOR23 is not affected at PD2 in DH mice.
Application of the techniques of chromosome configura-
tion capture and interphase FISH on DH mice may enable
the discovery of such trans-acting H-like elements. Invok-
ing multiple elements across the genome is not consistent
with the hypothesis of H as a singularity and as the sole
regulator of the one neuron-one receptor rule.
H and the MOR28 Cluster as a Model
for OR Gene Regulation
The proximal group of OR genes in the MOR28 cluster is
unusual: these genes are expressed in an exceptionally
large number of OSNs. This high frequency of choice un-
doubtedly facilitated their cloning by RT-PCR from cDNA
of MOE (Tsuboi et al., 1999), which was the beginning of
a series of studies that uncovered the H element (Serizawa
et al., 2003). The expression ratios from ISH experiments
are 5:2:1 forMOR28,MOR10, andMOR83, ratios that cor-
relate with their relative order from H (Tsuboi et al., 1999).
Screening of a cDNA library of MOE revealed most often
MOR28 and MOR10 (Young et al., 2003). The density of
MOR28-expressing OSNs has been estimated at as many
as 10% of cells in the ventral region of the MOE (Shykind
et al., 2004). In our counts, MOR28 was expressed in
several thousands cells at PD2.
These large numbers of OSNs may reflect a biological
imperative and selection pressure rather than an accident
of nature. TheH elementmay have been recruited to boost
the frequency of choice of MOR28 and other genes in its
cluster, much beyond the numbers seen for average OR
genes. The regulation of the MOR28 cluster may well be
fundamentally different from the other 1,200 OR genes
of the repertoire. If so, H may not be the most suitable
model to obtain generalizable conclusions for OR gene
regulation—H could be a true singularity in the genome.Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 381
It took a dozen years for the first enhancer of OR expres-
sion—the H element—to be discovered (Buck and Axel,
1991; Serizawa et al., 2003). It is perhaps unlikely that this
first enhancer would provide a definitive solution to the
one neuron-one receptor rule. We postulate that H will be
one of many cis-regulatory elements for OR expression in
the mouse genome.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Gene Targeting
A 8.9 kb EcoRV fragment containing the H region, defined by ScaI
sites, and a 6.6 kb SpeI fragment, were subcloned into pBSIIKS from
BAC clone 404C15 of 129/SvEvTac origin (RPCI-22, BACPAC Re-
sources, Children’s Hospital, Oakland, CA). For the right arm of the
targeting vector, a 4 kb ScaI/EcoRV fragment was subcloned in the
EcoRV site of pBSIIKS, and an ACNF cassette (Bozza et al., 2002)
was ligated to an adjacent EcoRI site. For the left arm of the targeting
vector, a 5.3 kb ScaI fragment was cloned with blunt ends into a SmaI
site and checked for the desired orientation by PCR. The targeting vec-
tor was digested with XhoI and electroporated into the ES cell line E14,
which is of 129P2/OlaHsd origin. Colonies were picked after six days
culture in G418-containing medium. Genomic DNA was digested with
EcoRI and hybridized with a 200 nt external probe on Southern blots.
This probe encompasses nt 210120–210319 of NT_039614.1 from
the 129/SvJ assembly. Homologous recombination is reflected by a
change in restriction fragment size from 5.6 kb for the wild-type locus
to 4.7 kb for the targeted locus. ES cell clones #273 and #66 were
injected into B6 blastocysts, and male chimeras were bred to B6 fe-
males. Agouti pups were screened by PCR with primers for germline
transmission of the mutation, which is devoid of ACNF by virtue of
self-excision in the male germline. Genotyping primers are: HF: ACTA
CTCACCATGCAGAC, HF0: GGACAGAGAGCAGATGTTGG, and HR:
CACAGCATTTGGGATGTTGAGG. The mice are in a mixed 129 3 B6
background and will be publicly available from The Jackson Labora-
tory as stock #6790, strain name B6;129P2-Del(14)3Mom/MomJ.
ISH
ISH was performed as described in Ishii et al. (2004). Briefly, mice were
fixed by cardiac perfusion at postnatal day (PD) 2 or PD14, and MOE
tissue was postfixed overnight. (The first day in which a litter is found
in the cage is regarded as PD0.) Tissue from PD14 mice was decalci-
fied in 0.5 M EDTA prior to cryoprotection in 10%, 20%, and 30% glu-
cose andwas embedded inOCT compound (Sakura FinetekUSA, Tor-
rance, CA). Specimens were sectioned at 14 mm and were hybridized
with digoxigenin and fluorescein-labeled (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) ri-
boprobes at 65C overnight, followed by posthybridization washes in
23, 0.23, and 0.13 SSC at 65C. ISH signals were detected using
anti-digoxigenin-AP (Roche) and anti-fluorescein-HRP (Molecular
Probes, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) antibodies followed by treatment
with TSA (NEN, Perkin Elmer, Wellesley, MA) and HNPP (Roche).
Cell Counts
For cell counts by ISH, the MOE of PD2 mice was sectioned at 14 mm
thickness. As wild-type mice, we used M72-IRES-tauGFP mice of
strain T41/Cre37 (Potter et al. 2001), which we genotyped as homozy-
gous for the 129/Ola allele at the MOR28 cluster, as are DH/DH mice.
The first 100 caudal sections, starting from the first section that con-
tained MOE, were collected onto ten slides, containing ten sections
each. Thus each slide contains every tenth section of the caudal 1.4
mm of MOE, which covers almost the entire turbinates from the caudal
end of the MOE to the posterior end of the septal organ. For quantifi-
cation of OR gene expression, every fifth section was hybridized
with an OR-specific probe and counted under 253 magnification on382 Cell 130, 373–384, July 27, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.a Zeiss Axioscope 2. Images were taken on a Zeiss LSM510 confocal
microscope.
Riboprobes
The riboprobes for ISH correspond to fragments of 19 OR genes.
Listed below are the common name, name according to Zhang and
Firestein (2002) nomenclature, name according the Mouse Genome
Informatics nomenclature, chromosomal location, and nucleotide
position of the probe with NCBI accession numbers:
MOR28: MOR244-1, Olfr1507, Chr. 14, nt 151415–151971 of
AE008683;
MOR10: MOR244-2, Olfr1508, Chr. 14, nt 120733–121319 of
AE008683;
MOR83: MOR244-3, Olfr1509, Chr. 14, nt 44–921 of AY073295;
MOR29A: MOR223-6, Olfr1510, Chr. 14, nt 58862–59042 of
NT_039614;
MOR29B: MOR223-9, Olfr1511, Chr. 14, nt 36641–36698, 39139–
39197, and 39395–39551 of NT_039614;
MOR30A: MOR223-5, Olfr1512, Chr. 14, nt 17795–18443 of
NT_039614;
MOR30B: MOR223-10, Olfr1513, Chr. 14, identical fragment in
129/Ola of nt 25691387–25690782 of NT_039606;
M71: MOR171-2, Olfr151, Chr. 9, nt 64–930 of AF281061;
MOR23: MOR267-13, Olfr16, Chr. 1, nt 18–911 of NM_008763;
I7: MOR103-15, Olfr2, Chr. 7, nt 1–984 of AY073714;
S1: MOR106-1, Olfr749, Chr. 14, nt 164–1074 of AF121972;
P2: MOR263-5, Olfr17, Chr. 7, nt 54–948 of AF247657;
M50: MOR103-16, Olfr6, Chr. 7, nt 5495–7209 of AF321236;
M12: MOR140-1, Olfr19, Chr. 16, nt 172–869 of AY073758;
SR1: MOR256-3, Olfr124, Chr. 17, nt 40–905 of AY073026;
MOR256-17: Olfr15, Chr. 16, nt 1–939 of AY073576;
MOR205-1: Olfr1514, Chr. 14, nt 23–847 of AY318733;
MOR274-1: Olfr31, Chr. 14, nt 467–942 of AY073061;
S50: MOR42-1, Olfr545, Chr. 7, nt 1–827 of AY073253.
Strain-Specific PCR
Samples of cDNA were prepared from F1 heterozygous mice, F1 wild-
type littermates, and inbred 129 and B6 mice using the Trizol method
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and the Superscript First-Strand Synthesis
System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen). Primers were designed to be specific
for SNPs between 129 and B6 mouse strains for the MOR28 and
MOR10 genes. Primer sequences are: MOR28-F(129/B6): CTCA
CAGCGTGGAATCC, MOR28-R(129/B6): TGTCCACATGGCCCCTC,
MOR28-F1(129): AGAAATTCTTGCTGCAGAA, MOR28-F1(B6): AGAA
ATTCTTGCTGCAGAG, MOR28-R1(129): GTCGTGTATGATTGTTAC,
MOR28-R1(B6): GTCGTGTATGATTGTTAT, MOR28-R2(129): ACA
CAGTCATCAAAGGAG, MOR28-R2(B6): ACACAGTCATCAAAGGAA,
MOR10-F(129/B6): TTCTCACCTTCTCCATAGG, MOR10-R(129/B6):
TCCATAGGGCTGCTGCC, MOR10-F1(129): GGAAAAATCAATGTAC
ACC, MOR10-F1(B6): GGAAAAATCAATGTACACA, MOR10-R1(129):
CCAGAAACAGAGTGACC, and MOR10-R1(B6): CCAGAAACAGAG
TGACT.
PCR reactions forMOR28 andMOR10were performed at annealing
temperatures of 52C and 54C, respectively, with cycling conditions
as follows: 94C for 2 min, 30 cycles of 30 s denaturation at 94C,
30 s annealing, and 1 min 20 s extension at 72C followed by 10 min
extension at 72C.
Analysis of Glomeruli
OMP-GFP heterozygous mice were dissected at PD3 and analyzed as
whole mounts or after cryosectioning. Mice homozygous for P2-IRES-
taulacZ at 5 weeks or heterozygous for M50-IRES-GFP-IRES-taulacZ
at 3 to 4 weeks were perfused and postfixed with 4% PFA in PBS and
cryoprotected with 30% sucrose in PBS. Cryosections of 25 mm were
blocked with 10% normal goat serum in PBS-T (13 PBS, 0.1% Triton
X-100) and immunostained with an anti-b-galactosidase rabbit IgG
fraction (Cappel) at 1:1000 in 5% BSA in PBS-T at 4C overnight, fol-
lowed by goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa 488 or 546 (Molecular Probes) at
1:500. For staining with rabbit antibody against MOR256-17, mice
were dissected at 3 weeks and subjected to immunohistochemistry
as described in Strotmann et al. (2004). Sections were counterstained
with TO-PRO-3 (Molecular Probes). Images were taken on a Zeiss
LSM510 confocal microscope.
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